
B A R B A R A  &  T I A G O !

P H O T O G R A P H Y  &  F I L M



Hello! 

We are Barbara and Tiago, we are husband and wife and we 
live between Lisbon, Luxembourg and Lanzarote as we are a 
polyglot family! 

Capturing your day for us is an honour as we can be a part of 
one of the most important days of your life as a couple.  

Our style of photography is all about interfering as little as 
possible with the course of your day, whilst capturing its 
essence. 

We hope that you will find yourselves in our photographs and 
videos as they will capture the memories of your day. 

 !









PHOTOGRAPHY SERVICES / 2 PHOTOGRAPHERS 

ELOPEMENT / 700€ 
*CEREMONY ONLY WITH COUPLE

*WEDDING REPORTAGE UNTIL 4 HOURS

*ONLINE GALLERY + DIGITAL SLIDE SHOW

*AVERAGE OF 300 EDITED PICTURES

BASIC / 1450€ 
*WEDDING REPORTAGE UNTIL 8 HOURS

*ONLINE GALLERY + DIGITAL SLIDE SHOW

*AVERAGE OF 600 EDITED PICTURES

* More information by request.



PHOTOGRAPHY SERVICES / 2 PHOTOGRAPHERS 

FULL / 1700€ 
*WEDDING REPORTAGE UNTIL 12 HOURS

*ONLINE GALLERY + DIGITAL SLIDE SHOW

*AVERAGE OF 800 EDITED PICTURES

BOX / 2050€ 
*WEDDING REPORTAGE UNTIL 12 HOURS

*ONLINE GALLERY + DIGITAL SLIDE SHOW

*AVERAGE OF 800 EDITED PICTURES

+

*WOOD BOX COM WITH 15 IMPRESS PICTURES 10X15 + PEN USB

* More information by request.



PHOTOGRAPHY AND VIDEO SERVICES 

/ HYBRID PHOTOGRAPHY AND VIDEO* 

BASIC DU0 / 2600€ 
*WEDDING REPORTAGE UNTIL 8 HOURS

*ONLINE GALLERY + DIGITAL SLIDE SHOW

*AVERAGE OF 600 EDITED PICTURES 

+

*SHORT FILM UNTIL 1MIN

*LONG FILM 7-10 MIN

*DRONE

* More information by request.



PHOTOGRAPHY AND VIDEO SERVICES 

/ HYBRID PHOTOGRAPHY AND VIDEO* 

FULL DU0 / 3000€ 
*WEDDING REPORTAGE UNTIL 12 HOURS

*ONLINE GALLERY + DIGITAL SLIDE SHOW

*AVERAGE OF 800 EDITED PICTURES 

+

*SHORT FILM UNTIL 1MIN

*LONG FILM 7-10 MIN

*DRONE

* More information by request.



PHOTOGRAPHY AND VIDEO SERVICES 

/ HYBRID PHOTOGRAPHY AND VIDEO* 

BOX DU0 / 3350€ 
*WEDDING REPORTAGE UNTIL 12 HOURS

*ONLINE GALLERY + DIGITAL SLIDE SHOW

*AVERAGE OF 800 EDITED PICTURES

+

*SHORT FILM UNTIL 1MIN

*LONG FILM 7-10 MIN

*DRONE

+

*WOOD BOX COM WITH 15 IMPRESS PICTURES 10X15 + PEN USB

* More information by request.



EXTRA SERVICES 

ENGAGEMENT SESSION PHOTOGRAPHY / 200€ 

*AVERAGE OF 70 EDITED PICTURES

ENGAGEMENT SESSION PHOTOGRAPHY AND VIDEO / 450€ 

*AVERAGE OF 70 EDITED PICTURES AND 1MIN FILM

SAME DAY EDIT / 650€ 

BOUDOIR SESSION / 300€ 

REHEARSAL DINNER / 500€ (3H) 

EXTRA HOUR / 150€ 











F.A.Q. 

Are the photos edited?

Yes, photos are edited one by one and sent in high resolution through an online gallery ready 

to be printed, saved and shared with guests. No watermarks are used. 

When are the pictures delivered?

The photos will be delivered between 90-100 days after the big day, depending on the volume 

of work. 



F.A.Q. 

Are the videos edited?

Yes, both short and long videos are edited by us. 

Can I choose the music for the videos?

The music for the short video is chosen by us. However, the music for the long video can be 

chosen by the couple, but they should informe us before we start editing. 

When are the videos delivered?

The short video is delivered between 2 to 3 months after the pictures are sent.  

The long video is delivered between 7 to 9 months, depending on the volume of the work. 



F.A.Q. 

What is an engagement session?

A Before the big day we can do a photo session.  

It's the ideal way to get to know each other better and break our shyness with the camera. 

Are you available to shoot outside Lisbon?

Yes, we love to travel and apart from photographing inside Portugal from North to South we 

also photograph outside Portugal. 



F.A.Q. 

Is there a time limit?

As we want your story well documented chose the service with the time that best suits your 

ceremony. 

Booking

40% of the value for reservation of the day 

60% of the value until 8 days before the wedding  

The day is only booked after payment of the first 40%. 

Cancellation

In the event of cancellation of our service (regardless of the reason) the value of the day's 

booking is not refunded. 



F.A.Q. 

Express delivery

Express delivery of the photos in 10 days (300€) 

Express Delivery of the videos in 20 days (500€) 

Wedding Day and Engagement Session - Travel

A The Wedding and the Engagement Session takes place in the Greater Lisbon area.  

For travel exceeding 70km the budget is made by consultation, taking in consideration the 

following: 

*0,50€ per km starting in Center Lisbon 

*If the distance is longer than 120km take in consideration we would have to sleep at the 

destination the day before and after - medium cost €300 



F.A.Q. 

*HYBRID PHOTOGRAPHY AND FILM 

How many people from the team will be on the Big Day?

In all services it is always us (Bárbara and Tiago) who will be present. 

We are both photographers and videographers and when we are hired to capture the big day in 

photography and video we do both - it's called hybrid work, it's very easy and already very intuitive for us. 

Barbara will move out for the bride's preparation and Tiago for the groom, capturing all the moments in 

photo and/or video - this is the only time we will be separated but don't worry, everything is recorded. 

It is important for us to keep the same style of photography and video in our work, just as it is 

important for us to capture your day. We are the ones you hire and we are with you every step of 

the way, including the big day. Having a third person never made sense to us because this way we 

can have a very fluid and dynamic workflow, interfering as little as possible in your day and 

maintaining the essence of Mémorelle. 



OUR COUPLES


It's been almost a year since the lovely Bárbara & Tiago recorded our very special day. Before the wedding, they were 
always available, and their pre-wedding session made us feel comfortable around them. On the day, they blended in 
beautifully with the crowd and made sure we didn’t feel like we were being documented. And then the photos and videos 
came. They were absolutely incredible. We both still tear up every time we sit down and watch them. In a nutshell, they 
went above and beyond for us and are truly masters of their crafts. We can’t thank these two amazing humans beings 
enough and feel extremely happy to now call them our friends. 

Halina and Miguel 

I would choose Barbara and Tiago over and over again! Their professionalism and the wonderful way they edit the photos 
and videos make all the difference, besides transmitting immense happiness and good energies, which is everything you 
want on your wedding day! 

Ana and Francisco 



OUR COUPLES


We could not have chosen better. We will always be grateful to Barbara and Tiago for the beautiful work they did on our 
wedding. For weeks, we searched and contacted many photographers in Portugal, but none could captivate us like they 
did. For us, it was extremely important that the photographer we chose for our wedding did more than "beautiful 
pictures", we wanted to transmit feelings and emotions; and this is what Memorelle's work conveys in each of their photos 
and videos. 

Mariadny and João 

Mémorelle were the first photographers that came up in our research and it was definitely love at first sight, our first 
choice! Their photos speak for themselves! We loved the whole result, they are wonderful as people. Memories are 
created and friendships are created , continue with your excellent journey, I only have to wish you the best! 

Adriana and Daniel  



www.memorelle.com       +351933185151 / +351967732727       @memorelleweddings

http://www.memorelle.com
http://www.memorelle.com

